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Notes • We are all drowned of feelings of lamentation of genuine vaishnava titikshva karunika - the symptom of sadhu who has divine quality like
tolerance, compassion, not being enemy of anyone,
• Ajata shatru sadhu bhusnama - bhushan means ornament. Acharya explains
when the devotee has pleased krsna sufficiently fighting against maya. Krsna
is pleased with that devotees.
• Just like in a was fight valiantly then such successful soldiers awared medals
of victory. And such sadhu bhushanam awards such PD quality which krsna
provides when krsna is pleased.
• BCSM was such an refined cultured and amazingly focused vaishnava which
we can experienced in our life where lcm and SP and krsna had blessed him
profusely.
• Bcsm said we all belong to same family that we all related to loving
bondings and therefore seniors of the family should take the responsibility to
correct the juniors when they make mistakes. And thank you very much for
accepting intended correction with right spirit.
• Bcsm has special places within iskcon in ministry of culture because there is
no one who could actually represents culture better than bhakti charu
maharaja.
• He would always make this point - whatever happen do not leave iskcon and
GBC is an ultimate managing authority and you can show your love by how
you cooperate with each other.
• Sesa pr - sometimes it is difficult to imagine which heart is filled with
compassion can it also be have ferocity and bravery like lion and he says yes.
• This kind of aparent contradictory quality was resolved and harmonized in
the character of bhakti charu swami maharaja
• Rvs p - one of the quality he seen in SP is unique combination of greatness
and humility and that’s very difficult to bring together and one person who
he saw that doing it very effortlessly was HH Bhakti Charu swami maharaja.
• Varaha purana is stated - one who glorifies, serves, worships krsna as SPOG
whenever in healthy state then in a last stages due to some reason he is
incapacitated then lord varaha said because that devotee so relentlessly,
with so dedication and determination to serve me and remember me then I
remember my devotee. And I come and take such devotee back to the
abode of mine.
• Faith in following SP instruction that we feel safe under amazing dedicated
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• Faith in following SP instruction that we feel safe under amazing dedicated
leaders and in his absence we feel suddenly orphaned.
• We realized that we must not take devotees association as granted and each
every devotee leading SP's movement is a precious jewel. As long as we
have this jewel and these jewel are reflecting to the divine grace of SP.
• As long as these precious jewel in planet with us - let us take every moment
of that vapu very very seriously and let us always remember LCM
instructions - if you want to go BTG then do 2 things - chant hare krsna and
never criticize vaishnavas.
• Whether you are able to understand activities or not - never ever criticize
vaishnavas - because we have short span of time to perfect our life in KC
and all these negatives it's not worth it.
• We feel deeply in pain of in the loss of Bcsm. But in this particular situation
also makes us equally determined to diver deeper to study to each one of
those which has come from the lotus lips of bcsm and see how we can apply
those instructions in our own life to purify our existence and to glorify LCM's
movement and share his compassion with entire world.
Thank you very much
Hare Krishna
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